Abstract. We introduce integral structure types as a categorical analogue of virtual combinatorial species. Integral structure types then categorify power series with possibly negative coefficients in the same way that combinatorial species categorify power series with nonnegative rational coefficients. The notion of an operator on combinatorial species naturally extends to integral structure types, and in light of their 'negativity' we define the notion of the commutator of two operators on integral structure types. We then extend integral structure types to the setting of stuff types as introduced by Beaz and Dolan, and then conclude by using integral structure types to give a combinatorial description for Chern classes of projective hypersurfaces.
Introduction
The theory of combinatorial species was first introduced by Joyal in 1981 as a sort of categorification of generating functions in enumerative combinatorics, where formal power series corresponding to generating functions are replaced by a category of structures one may put on finite sets [4] . In particular, a combinatorial species -which we will refer to as a structure type -is a covariant functor
where Fin 0 denotes the category of finite sets with only bijections as morphisms, and Fin denotes the category of finite sets with arbitrary functions between them. Structure types then form the objects of a category, with morphisms corresponding to natural transformations of functors. The image F (S) of a finite set S under F is thought of as the set of 'F -structures' one may put on S. For example, typical structures one may encounter on finite sets include simple graphs, linear orderings, cycles and partitions. Given a structure type F , functoriality implies that the number of F -structures one may put on a finite set S only depends on the cardinality of S, so that it makes sense to 'count' the number of F -structures one may put on a set with n elements for every n ∈ N. We may then associate with F a sequence of non-negative integers F n , where F n denotes the number of F -structures one may put on an n-element set. As such, we denote by F (z) the formal power series
so that F (z) is the exponential generating series for F -structures. It turns out that we can add and multiply structure types in such a way that corresponds to categorical lifts of the usual monoidal operations of addition and multiplication of power series. In particular, if we denote addition and multiplication of structure types by + and · respectively, we have (F + G)(z) = F (z) + G(z), and (F · G)(z) = F (z) · G(z), so that the map which takes a structure type to its associated exponential generating series obeys the same properties of the cardinality function on finite sets with respect to product and coproduct. The category of structure types is then a categorification of formal power series with non-negative rational coefficients, as it replaces equations between power series by isomorphisms in the category of structure types. For a typical example of how an isomorphism between structure types can yield an elegant solution to a counting problem, consider the structure of binary rooted trees, which we denote by B. Then if we denote the structure of being a 1-element set by Z, there exists the following isomorphism of structure types
where 1 denotes the identity with respect to product of structure types (which is the structure of being a set with no elements). Taking cardinalities then yields a non-trivial identity in power series, namely B(z) = 1 + zB(z) 2 , which after solving for B(z) and taking a Taylor expansion yields
To extend the relationship between structure types and power series to include power series with possibly negative coefficients, the theory of 'virtual species' was introduced and studied in papers [5] [8], which we refer to as virtual structure types. The construction of virtual structure types is analogous to constructing the integers from N, i.e., virtual structure types are equivalence classes of pairs of structure types (F, G), where (F, G) ∼ (F ′ , G ′ ) if and only if F + G ′ ∼ = F ′ + G. The associated power series of a virtual structure type (F, G) is then given by (F, G)(z) = F (z) − G(z). While virtual structure types extend the dictionary between power series and combinatorial structures on finite sets, in taking equivalence classes of pairs of structure types we lose the categorical feature of structure types, as virtual structure types form a commutative ring as opposed to a category. The purpose of this note is then to modify the notion of virtual structure type in such a way that we end up with a category as opposed to a ring. What we end up with is an extension of the category of structure types whose objects we refer to as integral structure types, which may be viewed as a categorification of power series with possibly negative coefficients.
In what follows, we first review the theory of structure types in §2. We then introduce a category Int in §3 which we refer to as the category of integral sets, which is an extension of the category Fin to include sets with negative cardinality. In §4 we use the category Int to define integral structure types. In particular, we define an integral structure type to be a functor Φ : Fin 0 → Int, so that integral structure types are constructed by simply enlarging the target category of structure types. The category of structure types then naturally embeds in the category of integral structure types, and the monoidal structures on structure types carry over in a straightforward manner to monoidal structures on integral structure types and their associated power series. In §5 we define operators on integral structure types, which naturally leads to the notion of the commutator [A , B] of two operators on integral structure types A and B. With a view towards applying the theory of structure types to mathematical structures in quantum mechanics, Baez, Dolan and Morton have generalized structure types to what they refer to as 'stuff types' [1] [6] , and in §6 we show how integral structure types may be generalized to 'integral stuff types'. We then conclude in §7 by using operators on integral structure types to give a combinatorial description for Chern classes of projective hypersurfaces. In particular, the topological Euler characteristic of a hypersurface in complex projective space P n is a polynomial in its degree, which we refer to as the nth Euler polynomial. We then view the nth Euler polynomial as the generating series of a certain integral structure type, and then define an operator on integral structure types such that the associated generating series of successive iterations of this operator on the structure type corresponding to the nth Euler polynomial yields the total Chern class of projective hypersurfaces.
Structure types
We recall that a structure type is a covariant functor
where Fin 0 is the category of finite sets but with only bijections as morphisms (so that Fin 0 is in fact a groupoid), and Fin is the category of finite sets with arbitrary maps between them. We denote the associated functor category by Fin [Z] , and recall that with every structure type F we associate a formal power series given by
where F n is the number of F -structures one may put on an n-element set. We then refer to F (z) as the generating series of F . Addition and multiplication of structure types may be defined in such a way that is consistent with addition and multiplication of power series. In particular, the sum of two structure types F and G is denoted by F + G, and is given by
The structure type F + G then acts on a finite set S by putting either an F -structure or a G-structure on S, and the identity object with respect to + is the structure type 0 of being a set with infinitely many elements (so that 0(S) = ∅ for all finite sets S). The product of two structure types F and G, which we denote by F · G, is given by
so that F · G acts on a finite set S by partitioning it into two disjoint subsets, and putting an F -structure on what was labeled the first subset and a G-structure on what was labeled the second one. The identity object with respect to product of structure types is denoted 1, which is the structure of being a set with no elements, so that
It is then straightforward to show
so that the map which takes a structure type to its exponential generating series is a decategorification map for structure types. As such, sums and products of structure types are categorifications of addition and multiplication of formal power series.
Remark 2.1. There are at least six monoidal operations on structure types which admit useful combinatorial descriptions (see [9] , Chapter 4), as well as other notions of generating series associated with structure types. For our purposes however, we only need the monoidal operations of sum and product, and from our perspective the notion of exponential generating series seems the most natural for the theory of structure types.
Example 2.1. Denote by Z k the structure type of being a totally ordered k-element set. So for example if S = {a, b, c}, then
By definition, Z k of a set with cardinality not equal to k is the empty set, and if S denotes a set of cardinality k then χ(Z k (S)) = k!, so
Now denote by C k the structure of being a cycle of length k, so that if S is a set with k-
where Z k is identified with the subgroup of the symmetric group on k elements corresponding to the cyclic permutations. As such, the map which takes an ordering on S to its associated cycle induces a natural transformation of functors
A structure type F is said to be of degree n if F acts non-trivially only on sets of cardinality n. For example, Z n is of degree n. With any structure type F we can then associate a countable sequence of structure types (F (0) , F (1) , F (2) , . . .), where F (n) is of degree n, so that if S is a finite set with n elements we have F (S) = F (n) (S) for all n ∈ N. In such a case, we will often refer to the sequence (F (0) , F (1) , F (2) , . . .) as the expansion of F , and F (n) as the degree n component of F . Conversely, given a countable sequence of structure types (F (0) , F (1) , F (2) , . . .) with F (n) of degree n, one may associate a unique structure type F such that if S is a n-element set, then F (S) = F (n) (S). For example, the structure type associated with the sequence (1, Z, Z 2 , . . .) is the structure of being a totally ordered set (irrespective of its cardinality), which we denote by O. We then have
The category of integral sets
An integral set is an ordered pair of finite sets X = (X + , X − ), and we refer to X + as the positive part and X − as the negative part of X respectively. The union and intersection of integral sets are then defined component wise
An intergral set X is said to be a subset of an integral set Y and is written X ⊂ Y if and only if
A map f : X → Y between integral sets is defined to be a finite set map of the form
and f is said to be coherent if and only if
The image of an integral set map f : X → Y is the integral set given by
so that im(f ) ⊂ Y if and only if f is coherent. A coherent integral set map f is said to be injective, surjective or bijective, if and only if the associated finite set mapf is, and two integral sets are said to be isomorphic if and only if there exists a bijection between them. If an integral set map f is not coherent butf is injective, surjective, or bijective, we then say f is weakly injective, weakly surjective, or weakly bijective respectively. Given an integral set X we let −X = (X − , X + ), and refer to it as negative, or minus X. It immediately follows that integral sets and maps between them form a category Int, which we refer to as the category of integral sets. The category Fin of finite sets and maps between them naturally embeds in Int via the maps
the first of which we will refer to as the standard embedding of Fin in Int. Under the standard embedding Fin ֒→ Int, a morphism S → T in Fin naturally maps to a coherent map of integral sets. While isomorphism classes in Fin are naturally indentified with the natural numbers N, isomorphism classes in Int may only be identified with the integers Z after a suitable equivalence relation, namely,
where ⊔ denotes coproduct in Fin (i.e., disjoint union), and ∼ = denotes isomorphic equivalence (i.e., bijection). Under such an equivalence relation, the class of the integral set (∅, {a, b, c, d, e}) is what we usually think of as −5, while the class of ({a, b, c}, {a}) is what we usually think of as 2. We record such observations via the following 
where χ : Fin → N denotes the cardinality function for finite sets.
An immediate corollary of Proposition 3.1 is that the cardinality function on finite sets χ : Fin → N extends to a function χ : Int → Z, which is compatible with the standard embedding Fin ֒→ Int. The integers then parametrize isomorphism classes in Int modulo the equivalence ∼, which we refer to as cardinal equivalence. As the notion of cardinal equivalence involves an interaction between the positive and negative parts of an integral set, it is less rigid than isomorphic equivalence, which does not involve any interaction between the positive and negative parts of an integral set. In particular, non-isomorphic integral sets may share the same cardinality, such as (∅, {a}) and ({a}, {a, b}) (which both have cardinality −1), but as with the case of topological Euler characteristic, two objects with different cardinalities may never be isomorphic. However, two integral sets which are images of objects of Fin under the standard embedding Fin ֒→ Int are isomorphic if and only if they have the same cardinality, so that the notion of cardinality in Fin is faithfully preserved. In other words, at the level of objects we have the following commutative diagram.
It also follows that for all integral sets X we have
Coproducts and products exist in Int, which are given by
and
While the inclusion maps ι X : X → X ⊔Y and ι Y : Y → X ⊔Y associated with the coproduct are coherent, the projection maps π X : X × Y → X and π Y : X × Y → Y associated with the product are not, since taking the product mixes positive and negative parts of X and Y . In terms of cardinality we then have
as expected. As the initial object in Int is (∅, ∅), −X ⊔ X is initial if and only if X is, but from the formulas above we do have
so that −X ⊔ X is cardinally equivalent to the initial object (∅, ∅). Now even though the integers do not parametrize isomorphism classes in Int, there still is a precise sense in which equations among integers correspond to an explicit case of cardinal equivalence in Int. For example, the equation
corresponds to a cardinal equivalence of the form
where we recall that ∼ denotes cardinal equivalence.
Integral structure types
We now introduce the notion of an 'integral structure type', so that we may categorify power series with possibly negative coefficients. An integral structure type is a covariant functor Φ : Fin 0 → Int, so that Φ acts on a finite set S by the rule
where Φ + and Φ − are structure types. Integral structure types form the objects of a category Int[Z], with morphisms given by natural transformations of functors. For example, a natural transformation ν : Φ → Ψ between two integral structure types associates with every bijection f : S → T of finite sets a commutative diagram of the form
The monoidal operations of sum and product of structure types carry over to Int[Z] as follows. The sum of two integral structure types Φ = (Φ
and the product of Φ and Ψ is given by
The identity with respect to sum is (0, 0), and the identity with respect to product is (1, 0) (recall that 0 is the structure type of being a set with an infinite number of elements, and 1 is the structure of being a set with no elements). It will be useful to note that structure types naturally embed in the category Int[Z] via the map
The identity elements with respect to sum and product of structure types then map to the identity elements with respect to sum and product of integral structure types via the map (4.3). We also note that if F is a structure type, the integral structure type (F, F ) is not isomorphic to (0, 0). The notions of degree and expansion readily extend to integral structure types, so that an expansion of an integral structure types is an ordered pair of expansions of its positive and negative parts. Given an integral structure type Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ), functoriality along with the notion of cardinality for integral sets yields a well-defined notion of the (possibly negative) number of Φ-structures one may put on an n-element set, which we denote by Φ n ∈ Z. It immediately follows that
so that the exponential generating series Φ(z) associated with the sequence Φ n is given by
As such, if F is a structure type of the form F = G + H, then under the embedding of structure types in Int[Z], we have
so that G(z) is a generating series for F -structures which are not H-structures. With the aforementioned prescriptions we then arrive at the following Theorem 4.1. Let Φ and Ψ be integral structure types. Then
Proof. First, let S n denote an n-element set for all n ∈ N. Then for structure types F and G we have
and since there are n k=0 n k ways to split up an n-element set into two disjoint subsets, from the definition of product of structure types we have
and Ψ = (Ψ + , Ψ − ) be two integral structure types. Then by (4.1) and (4.4) we have
Then for the product Φ · Ψ, combining our previous calculations with (4.2) yields
And from the formula for the product of exponential generating series, namely
we have
as desired.
In [5] , Joyal defines the ring of virtual species, which we refer to as virtual structure types. Virtual structure types are simply ordered pairs of structure types with sum and product as given above for integral structure types, modulo the equivalence relation
Integral structure types are then essentially virtual structure types without the aforementioned equivalence relation ∼, and thus contain more information than virtual structure types. Moreover, if [Φ] = [Ψ] as virtual structure types then for every finite set S we have χ(Φ(S)) = χ(Ψ(S)), so that Φ(z) = Ψ(z). As such, the map which takes an integral structure type to its exponential generating series factors through the map which takes in integral structure type to its virtual structure type. When working with virtual structure types we will use the notation F −G for the equivalence class of the pair (F, G), since virtual structure types admit features of subtraction. In particular, if F = G + H as structure types, then the virtual structure type F − G is equivalent to H − 0, while the integral structure type (F, G) is not isomorphic to (H, 0) for G = 0.
Operators on integral structure types
In the theory of generating functions certain operators on power series play a crucial role, such as the differentiation operator. As such, we first recall how the differentiation operator is lifted to structure types, and then give a general definition of operators on integral structure types. Our definition then naturally leads to the notion of the commutator of two operators on integral structure types, which will be useful for categorifying algebras of operators on power series.
So let F be a structure type. The derivative of F , denoted DF , is a structure type which acts on a finite set S by putting an F -structure on S ⊔ {⋆}, where {⋆} denotes a set with a single element. The reason why such an operation on structure types is a combinatorial analogue of differentiation is evidenced by the following
2 ({a, b}),
2 . As such, we have
Example 5.2. Let C 4 denote the structure of being a cycle of length 4. A cycle will be denoted by an ordered tuple enclosed in rectangular brackets, such as [w, x, y, z]. Two ordered tuples then represent the same cycle if and only if they differ by a cyclic permutation. We then have
More generally, one may show that for any structure type F we have
so that indeed the operator D is a categorification of differentiation of power series. The differentiation operator may then be viewed as an endofunctor
such that
Moreover, if F → G is a natural transformation of structure types, and S → T is a bijection of finite sets, then the morphism D(F → G) corresponds to a morphism of diagrams of the form
Taking the differentiation operator as a representative example, we define an operator on a structure type to be an endo-functor of the form We then define operators on integral structure types by replacing Fin[Z] by Int[Z] in the definition of an operator on structure types (5.1). A general operator on integral structure types will then be of the form A = (A + , A − ) with A ± operators on structure types, so that
Since the differentiation operator D essentially corresponds to an operation on the sets upon which structure types act (rather than the structure types themselves), there is only one sensible way to extend differentiation to integral structure types, namely, by setting
Certainly any operator A on structure types extends to an operator on integral structure types in the same way as the differentiation operator D, namely, as (A , A ). Operators on integral structure types of the form (A , A ) will then be referred to as pure, and operators of the form (A + , A − ) with A + = A − will be referred to as mixed. If A is an operator on structure types its associated pure operator on integral structure types will often be denoted simply by A as well. We may associate with two pure operators A and B on integral structure types the mixed operator [A , B] = (A • B, B • A ), which we will refer to as the commutator of A and B. We then have
If the a priori mixed operator [A , B] is in fact pure, we say A and B commute. In working with commutators, in some sense it seems more natural to work with virtual structure types as opposed to integral structure types, as evidenced by the following Example 5.3. Let M Z denote the operator on structure types given by
From the definition of product of structure types we have
since putting an M Z F structure on S corresponds to partitioning S into a singleton and its complement, putting a Z structure on the singleton and then putting an F -structure on its complement. One then has
which is a lift to the level of structure types of the power series identity
where m z denotes the operator multiplication by z. Then viewing D and M Z as pure operators on integral structure types, the ismorphism (5.2) yields
where ∼ denotes the equivalence relation defining virtual structure types. The commutator [D, M Z ] at the level of integral structure types then carries the extra term M Z • D in both its positive and negative components, while the associated virtual structure type 'cancels' the term M Z • D.
We now set out to define an operator on a sub-class of structure types which we refer to as 'regular'. The extension of this operator to a pure operator on integral structure types will be useful in §7. A structure type F is said to be regular if every element of F (S) has no non-trivial symmetries for all finite sets S. More precisely, let F be a structure type, S be an n-element set, and let S n denote the symmetric group on n elements. Then there exists an action of S n on F (S) by taking an F -structure x ∈ F (S) to the F -structure sx ∈ F (S) obtained by permuting the underlying elements of S according to the group element s ∈ S n . We then define the automorphism group of x ∈ F (S) as Aut(x) = {s ∈ S n | sx = x} ⊂ S n .
An F -structure x ∈ F (S) is then said to have no non-trivial symmetries when its automorphism group consists only of the identity permutation. A structure type F is then regular if for every finite set S we have χ(Aut(x)) = 1 for all x ∈ F (S). Crucial for what follows will be the fact that if F (n) is a regular structure type of degree n, and G is a subgroup of S n , then F (n) (S)/G is isomorphic to H (n) (S) for some degree-n structure type H (n) [2] .
So let F be a regular structure type, with expansion
Certainly each F (n) is regular for all n ∈ N. Now let S be a set with n − 1 elements. We then denote by X the operator given by
As previously mentioned, the regularity of F (n) implies that F (n) (S ⊔ {⋆})/Z n is isomorphic to H (n) (S ⊔ {⋆}) for some degree-n structure type H (n) , so that X F (S) = H (n) (S ⊔ {⋆}) (and is thus a well-defined structure type). In spite of its abstract definition, X admits a very simple description when acting on linear orderings. In particular, let S denote a set with n − 1 elements and denote by C n the structure type of being a cycle of length n. Then
thus X Z n ∼ = Z n−1 (so that H (n) = C n in this case).
Integral stuff types
Baez and Dolan introduced a way to repackage the information contained in a structure type which is amenable to further generalization, and is more aptly suited to categorify evaluation of power series at a number [1] . In particular, we first recall that a groupoid is a category for which all the morphisms are in fact isomorphisms. Now given a structure type F , for every finite set S we may think of the elements of F (S) as lying in a fiber over S, and the collection of all such fibers forms the objects of a groupoid X F lying over Fin 0 . For every bijection S → T in Fin 0 , there exist isomorphisms between F -structures in the fibers over S and T in X F corresponding to relabeling the elements of S in F -structures on S by elements of T according to the bijection S → T . Such isomorphisms are precisely the morphisms in the groupoid X F . We may then think of a structure type F as a functor between groupoids
where an F -structure is taken to its underlying set, and ismorphisms of F -structures are taken to bijections between the underlying sets of the F -structures.
With the above construction in mind, we define a stuff type F to be a functor between groupoids F : X → Fin 0 , such that for every bijection S → T of finite sets there exists a commutative diagram
Not all stuff types are structure types. In particular, structure types are precisely the stuff types F : X → Fin 0 for which the functor F is faithful, which means that given two objects A and B of X the associated map
is injective. Faithfulness of structure types then follows from the fact that morphisms between objects in a structure type F : X → Fin 0 always correspond to a relabeling of the elements of its underlying set, so that there is a one to one correspondence between morphisms in a structure type X and morphisms in Fin 0 . To define a generating series associated with an arbitrary stuff type which generalizes the generating series of a structure type, we need to recall the concept of 'groupoid cardinality', which was first introduced in [1] . Given a groupoid G, denote the set of isomorphisms classes of objects in G by [G] . The groupoid cardinality of G is then given by
where Aut(x) denotes the set of automorphisms of the object x in G. When the above sum diverges we set χ(G) = ∞, and groupoids for which the above sum converges are referred to as tame. For all groupoids G and H we then have
where G + H denotes direct sum and G × H denotes the product of groupoids. If F : X → Fin 0 is a stuff type, the groupoid X is then a direct sum of groupoids
where X n is the union of the fibers over all n-element sets. Equation (6.1) is then referred to as the expansion of the stuff type X. The stuff type X n → Fin 0 is then said to be the degree-n component of X. In particular, if X = X n (so that X k is the empty groupoid for k = n), then X is said to be of degree n. We refer to a stuff type X as relatively tame if X n is tame for all n ∈ N. With every relatively tame stuff type F : X → Fin 0 we then associate the formal power series
which we refer to as the generating series for the stuff type X. Note that stuff types which are in fact structure types are always relatively tame, and that the groupoid cardinality of a stuff type X coincides with X(1).
To make the connection with generating series for structure types, suppose F : X → Fin 0 is a stuff type which is in fact a structure type. The fact that its generating series as a structure type coincides with its generating series as a stuff type as given by (6.2) follows from the fact that the degree-n component X n of X is in fact isomorphic to the action groupoid F (S)//S n , where S is an n-element set, F (S) is its image when viewing F as a structure type, and S n denotes the symmetric group on n elements. The action groupoid F (S)//S n has the elements of F (S) as its objects, with an arrow between two objects precisely when they differ by a relabeling under the action of S n on its underlying set. Notice that these morphisms exist in X as well, since the elements of F (S) are also objects of X n , and a bijection S → S induces morphisms between the objects F (S) of X n which differ by a permutation of its underlying set. The connected components corresponding to the isomorphism classes of X n are then in one-to one correspondence with isomorphism classes in the action groupoid F (S)//S n . One may then show that the groupoid cardinality of the action groupoid F (S)//S n is χ(F (S))/χ(S n ), thus
where F n = χ(F (S)) is as denoted in the exponential generating series for F as a structure type. Given two stuff types X → Fin 0 and Y → Fin 0 we define their sum (X + Y) → Fin 0 via the expansion
where X n +Y n denotes the direct sum of the degree-n components of X and Y. The product of X → Fin 0 and Y → Fin 0 is then given by
where X i × Y j denotes the product of X i and Y j in the category of groupoids. As for the associated map X · Y → Fin 0 , note that composing the the first and second projections of the product X i × Y j with the maps X i → Fin 0 and Y j → Fin 0 yield maps onto finite sets of cardinality i and j respectively (with i + j = n), so that taking the disjoint union of the image of these maps yields an n-element set. It is then straightforward to show that with such prescriptions we recover the notions of sum and product of structure types. As groupoid cardinality is additive with respect to direct sum and multiplicative with respect to products, if X and Y are both relatively tame we then have
We now interpret integral structure types in the language of stuff types, which leads to the notion of an 'integral stuff type'. For this, we define an integral groupoid to be an ordered pair of groupoids G = (G + , G − ), and we refer to G + as the positive part and G − as the negative part of G respectively. Given two integral groupoids G = (G + , G − ) and H = (H + , H − ), we define their direct sum as
and their product as
We then define the cardinality of an integral groupoid G = (G
and G is said to be relatively tame if both its positive and negative parts are. An integral stuff type is then given by a covariant functor
with Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) an integral groupoid, and Φ ± → Fin 0 both being stuff types. If Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) is relatively tame its associated generating series is given by
The expansion of an integral stuff type Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) is given by
where
With such prescriptions, the sum and product of two integral stuff types are defined in exactly the same manner as stuff types, from which it follows (Φ + Ψ)(z) = Φ(z) + Ψ(z), and (Φ · Ψ)(z) = Φ(z) · Ψ(z).
A combinatorial description for Chern classes of projective hypersurfaces
We now use operators on integral structure types to give a combinatorial description for Chern classes of projective space and all of its smooth hypersurfaces. So let P n denote projective n-space over C, and let X be a smooth complex projective hypersurface, i.e., a subset of P n corresponding to the zero locus of a homogeneous polynomial F (x 0 , ..., x n ) ∈ C[x 0 , ..., x n ] such that the system of equations ∂F ∂x i = 0, i = 0, ..., n has no solutions. As a topological space X is of dimension 2(n−1), and is a complex manifold of complex dimension n−1. A fundamental invariant of the embedding X ֒→ P n is the degree of X, which is simply the degree of the homogeneous polynomial defining X. Geometrically, the degree of X is the number of points of intersection of X with n−1 hyperplanes in general position, i.e., deg(X) = X ∩ H 1 ∩ · · · ∩ H n−1 , where H i denotes a general hyperplane in P n (i.e., a hypersurface of degree 1). Many fundamental invariants of X are determined by its degree, such as its Hodge structure and Chern classes. In particular, its topological Euler characteristic χ(X) is a polynomial in its degree [3] , given by
where d denotes the degree of X. The appearance of binomial coefficients in the formula for the Euler characteristic of X along with the fact that the Euler characteristic is the unique measure on toplogical spaces which extends the cardinality function of finite sets hints at the fact that the Euler characteristic is in fact combinatorial in nature. In this direction, we invoke the use of operators on integral structure types to give a combinatorial description of the Euler characteristic of X and its relation to its total Chern class. For those not familiar with Chern classes in algebraic geometry, we first recall that one interpretation of the Euler characteristic of a variety is that it counts the zeros of a nontrivial holomorphic vector field on it (with either positive or negative multiplicities). For example, a flow of charge on the Riemann sphere must admit two poles where the charge vanishes, which comes from the fact that the Euler characteristic of the Riemann sphere is 2. The Euler characteristic is then zero-dimensional information. To generalize this to higher-dimensional information, one may consider k general vector fields on a variety and determine the locus for which the k vector fields are necessarily linearly dependent (over C). In general, the locus where k vector fields are linearly dependent on a variety is of complex dimension k − 1, so if m is the dimension of a variety V , we have a sequence
where c i (V ) denotes the locus in V where m + 1 − i vector fields are necessarily linearly dependent. Taking such loci up to (co)homological equivalence, c i (V ) is then referred to as the ith Chern class of V , and the homological sum (7.2) is then referred to as the total Chern class of V , which we denote by c(V ) (for an introductory (and more rigorous) account of Chern classes in algebraic geometry we recommend [7] ). And since the Euler characteristic of V corresponds to c m (V ), the Euler characteristic is often referred to as the top Chern class of V (though technically, the top Chern class c m (V ) is the Euler characteristic of V times the homological class of a point). In what follows, we construct a structure type on sets of cardinality less than or equal to n + 1 whose generating series may be viewed as the total Chern class of P n , and then show how the total Chern classes of all smooth hypersurfaces in P n may be recovered from this structure type. But first, we recall certain combinatorial aspects of P n which will be crucial for our construction. We first describe how the total Chern class of P n may be viewed as a generating function for the number of linear subspaces in a 'skeletal' version of P n , which may be modeled by an n-simplex. In particular, one may consider projective n-space over a field F q with q = p k elements (with p a prime number), whose points correspond to one-dimensional subspaces of an n+1-dimensional vector space over F q , which we denote by F n+1 q . The number N q (n+1, k) of k-dimensional linear subspaces of F n+1 q then corresponds to the number of embedded P k−1 s in P n over F q , which is given by
,
is the q-analogue of the binomial coefficient n+1 k . Setting q = 1 then corresponds to counting the number of (k − 1)-dimensional linear subspaces of projective n-space over F 1 , i.e., the 'field' with one element. We then refer to P n over F 1 as the skeletal projective n-space, denoted P n , which has n + 1 1 points (P 0 s), n + 1 2 lines (P 1 s), . . . , and n + 1 n hyperplanes (P n−1 s).
As such, the geometry of skeletal projective space P n is completely captured by the combinatorics of an n-simplex, which has n + 1 1 vertices, n + 1 2 edges, . . . , and n + 1 n (n − 1)-dimensional faces, so that each k-dimensional face of the n-simplex corresponds to an embedded P k inside of P n (we give an illustration of P 3 in Figure 7 .1). We point out that the number of points in P n coincides with the Euler characteristic of P n over C, namely, n + 1. Now denote the integral cohomology ring of complex projective n-space by A * P n , which one may identify with its Chow group of algebraic cycles modulo rational equivalence [3] . If we denote the class of a hyperplane in P n by H, we have
so that cohomology classes in P n are just polynomials in H with integer coefficients. It is well-known that the total Chern class of P n is given by
from which one can see χ(P n ) = n + 1 (since H i is a class of dimension n − i, χ(P n ) coincides with the coefficient of H n ). By the preceding discussion, we may view the total Chern class of P n as a generating function, where the coefficient of H i counts the number of embedded P (n−i) s in P n , or rather, the number of (n − i)-dimensional faces in the n-simplex. We now
Figure 7.1. Skeletal projective 3-space P 3 use the combinatorial structure of skeletal projective space to show how the total Chern class of P n may be viewed as the generating series of a structure type. We first give a concrete example in the case of P 3 , which immediately generalizes to P n for arbitrary n. So let C 3 be the structure type of being an embedded linear subspace of P 3 equipped with a linear ordering on it (by linear subspace we mean that it is isomorphic to P k for some k ≤ 3). For example, C 3 ({♥, ♣, ♠}) consists of all skeletal P 3 s with three distinct vertices labeled by {♥, ♣, ♠} together with an ordering on {♥, ♣, ♠}, which may be represented by replacing two undirected edges in the simplex corresponding to P 3 by directed edges corresponding to the ordering of {♥, ♣, ♠} (we sketch an element of C 3 ({♥, ♣, ♠}) in Figure 7 .2). As such, for a finite set S, C 3 (S) may be identified with the set of injective maps of the form S → {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 }. The structure type C 3 then admits the expansion
is the degree k structure type of being an embedded P k−1 in P 3 with a linear ordering for k = 1, 2, 3, 4. If S is a k-element set we then have
thus the generating series for C 3 is given by
from which it follows c(P
We note that the elements of C 3 (k) (S) are in bijective correspondence with length-k flags of linear subspaces of P 3 . For example, if we choose the linear ordering (z, y, x) on the set {x, y, z}, then the embedding of {x, y, z} into a P 2 ⊂ P 3 given by z → x 0 , y → x 1 , x → x 3 then induces the length-3 flag of linear subspaces P 0 ⊂ P 1 ⊂ P 2 in P 3 , where
For general n the construction is the same as for n = 3, that is, we define C n to be the structure of being an embedded linear subspace of P n equipped with a linear ordering, which
again may be indentitied with the set of flags of linear subspaces of P n . As in the n = 3 case, for general n the structure type C n admits the expansion
, where where C n (k) is the degree k structure type of being an embedded P k−1 in P n equipped with a linear ordering for k = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1. We then have C n (z) = (1 + z) n+1 , thus
We now show how the total Chern class of all smooth hypersurfaces in P n may be recovered by C n as well. For this, let e n (z) denote the polynomial which yields the Euler characteristic of smooth hypersurfaces in P n upon evaluation at its degree, which by (7.1) is given by
Now let ϑ be the operator on the formal power series ring Z[[z]] which throws away the linear part of a formal power series and divides the result by −z, so that
We then have e n (z) = ϑ −(1 − z) n+1 , thus after loosely associating −(1 − z) n+1 with the total Chern class (1 + H) n+1 of P n (since up to minus signs they contain the same information), e n (z) -or the top Chern class of a smooth hypersurface in P n -is obtained from the total Chern class of P n via the operator ϑ (after evaluation at its degree). Moreover, for X a smooth hypersurface of degree d in P n , it is well-known (e.g. via the adjunction formula)
from which an elementary inductive argument yields
As such, it follows that not only the Euler characteristic/top Chern class, but the total Chern class of all smooth hypersurfaces in P n may be obtained by evaluation at their degree of iterations of ϑ on −(1 − z) n+1 (which we loosely associate with the total Chern class of P n ). We now lift this statement to the level of integral structure types. So let C n = (C + , C − ) be the integral structure type given by . .), (7.5) so that C n contains the same information as C n , but with the odd-degree components of C n weighted positively and the even-degree components of C n weighted negatively. It then follows C n (z) = −(1 − z) n+1 , so that ϑ (C n (z)) = e n (z). (7.6)
We now define an operator V which lifts the operator ϑ to an operator on integral structure types we refer to as regular. Recall that in §5 we referred to a structure type F as regular if for every finite set S we have χ(Aut(x)) = 1 for all x ∈ F (S), and we extend the notion of regularity to integral structure types by saying an integral structure type Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) is regular if and only if both its positive and negative parts are regular structure types. Now certainly the structure type C n is regular, since permuting the elements of a k-element set S doesn't preserve its orderings. It then follows that the associated integral structure type C n is regular, so the operator V we now define for regular integral structure types will be able to act on C n . Now let Φ otherwise, (7.7) where X is the operator on regular stucture types defined in §5 by equation (5.3) . We now prove the following Theorem 7.1. Let Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) be a regular integral structure type, V be the operator on regular integral structure types given by (7.7), and let ϑ be the operator on integral power series given by (7.3). Then Proof. By a classification result for structure types (Proposition 4.6.9 in [9] , which was first proved by Bergeron et al. in [2] ), a regular structure type of degree k is isomorphic to mZ k for some natural number m ∈ N. As such, once an isomorphism is established with sums of linear orderings, an operator on a regular structure type is determined by its action on Z k for k ∈ N. So let S denote a set with n − 1 elements, and let X be the operator defined on regular structure types in §5. In particular, if F is a regular structure type, X F (S) = F (n) (S ⊔ {⋆})/Z n .
We then have X Z n (S) = Z n (S ⊔ {⋆})/Z n ∼ = C n (S ⊔ ⋆) ∼ = Z n−1 (S), (7.8) thus X Z n ∼ = Z n−1 (the right-most isomorphism comes from the fact that the derivative of length-n cycles C n is Z n−1 , which follows from a direct generalization of Example 5.2). Now since Φ = (Φ + , Φ − ) is a regular integral structure type, by definition its positive and negative components are both regular, so by the aforementioned classification result there exists isomorphisms We then arrive at the following Corollary 7.2. Let X be a smooth hypersurface in P n of degree d, and let C n be the integral structure type given by equation (7.5) . Then
In particular, we have χ(X) = (V C n )(d).
Proof. By equation (7.6), equation (7.4) may be re-written as c(X) = ϑ n C n (z)H + ϑ n−1 C n (z)H 2 + · · · + ϑ 2 C n (z)H n−1 + ϑC n (z)H n z=d .
Applying Theorem 7.1 to the above equation then implies the result.
